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1. You will need 2 people
2. Choose one image from below and print 2 copies of the same
image; one for you and one for your child:
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3. Stand a hard book between you both so you can’t see each
other’s paper.

4. Have an array of colouring pens or pencils available.
5. Start to colour in your own image and while you do give your
child instructions to do the same as you.
For example you could say:

Image 1
phrases:

Image 2
phrases:

Image 3
phrases:













Easier options:
“Colour in the dog”
“Colour in the boy”
“Colour in the tree”
“Draw a ball”





“Colour in the boy”
“Colour in the girl”
“Colour in the iceskates”



“Colour in the sun”
“Draw a bird”
“Colour in a scarf”









Image 4
phrases:





“Colour in the shoes”
“Colour in the hat”
“Colour in the gloves”





Medium options
“Colour in the boys hat”
“Colour in the dogs ears”
“Colour in the boys
gloves”





“Colour in the boy
purple”
“Colour in the girl green”
“Colour in the ice-skates
pink”



“Colour in the child’s
gloves”
“Colour in the adult’s
gloves”
“Colour in the snow blue”



“Draw circles on the
scarf”
“Draw a star next to the
hat”
“Draw a cat next to the
boy”












Harder options
“Colour in the boys hat
blue”
“Colour in the dogs ears
red”
“Colour in the boys
gloves orange”
“Colour in the boys hat
purple”
“Colour in the girls hat
yellow”
“Colour in the girls
gloves blue”
“Colour in the adults
scarf blue”
“Draw circles on the
adults scarf”
“Draw a purple
snowman next to the
tree”
“Draw a yellow sun
next to the boy”
“Draw green and blue
stripes on the boys
shoes”
“Colour in the boys
eyes brown”

6. At the end, see if your pictures are the same as each other.
7. If that was easy, let your child have a turn to give you
instructions!
8. Don’t forget to

